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Abstract: Park green space is an important part of the green infrastructure in a city, and urban
park space accessibility is an important indicator for measuring the city’s comprehensive strength,
living environment, and resident happiness, which greatly affects the sustainable development and
construction of the city. The spatial syntax method can discuss the accessibility of urban parks from
the perspective of topology, which inherits the objective stability of the topological relationship. There
are few research studies on the accessibility of urban parks. Therefore, with the support of space
syntax theory and the spatial statistics method, this paper combined the data of park green space and
road network to complete the accessibility evaluation of urban parks in the Changsha City urban
area. This paper evaluates the accessibility of urban parks in the study area from four aspects, namely
global accessibility, perceptual accessibility, local accessibility, and psychological accessibility, by
using five quantitative indexes of space syntax, namely connectivity, depth, integration, selection, and
synergy. The conclusions are as follows: The spatial layout area of the park is roughly consistent with
the areas that have good global and local accessibility of the road network, and the global accessibility
and local accessibility of the park in the study area are relatively high. The global spatial structure
can be better perceived by the local space at a radius scale greater than or equal to 3000 m, and the
perceptual accessibility of the park is high. Most of the urban parks in the Changsha urban area are
located in sections with high space efficiency. The park space penetration is good, and nearly 70% of
the parks have high psychological accessibility. Based on the overall spatial layout of urban parks,
the space syntax method quantitatively and comprehensively evaluates the accessibility of urban
parks from the perspective of topology. The conclusion is reliable and has important application
value in the evaluation of park accessibility. It can be used as an important supplement to improve
the evaluation model of accessibility.

Keywords: urban park; accessibility; space syntax; Changsha urban area

1. Introduction

The accessibility of park green space is an important index to measure the livable level
of a city [1]. Good accessibility of parks is a prerequisite for residents to fully enjoy the
ecological and social service benefits of parks and has a significant positive correlation with
residents’ happiness index [2]. The urban park accessibility analysis is an interdisciplinary
study of multiple disciplines, including geography, transportation planning, and urban
planning. Accessibility measurement can be used not only to evaluate the rationality
of the spatial layout of public service facilities but also to compare the advantages and
disadvantages of planning schemes [3]. The blind area of accessibility is identified through
the accessibility of green space in parks so as to provide suggestions for the planning
and construction of urban parks. Alternatively, compare before and after the planning
and construction of the park, or whether the accessibility of urban park green space has
been improved after the improvement of the road network and other infrastructure. To
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evaluate the accessibility of green space in urban parks, analyze and evaluate whether the
construction of green space in urban parks has better-improved people’s lives, produced
more social benefits, and reflected the fairness and justice people enjoy in a green space in
parks [4], such as whether it has promoted people’s physical and mental health [5], and
whether it has better taken into account the accessibility of vulnerable groups to obtain
park services.

Urban Park accessibility is usually defined as the difficulty degree of overcoming
the spatial barrier, commonly using distance, time, cost, and other indicators to express,
emphasizing the spatial location of urban parks and the resistance in the process of entering
urban parks [2,6,7]. It usually includes the consideration of travel distance and travel
modes, such as pedestrians and vehicles, and travel is often related to the road network, so
the impact of road network facilities is a key factor in the analysis of park accessibility. In
the accessibility measurement, there are different methods due to the different calculations
of distance. Especially when the road network is taken into account, a more realistic
accessibility measurement can be achieved based on the influence of the road network
and different travel modes, combined with various facilities’ POI data and social and
economic data.

The research method of urban park accessibility [2,7–13] mainly includes statistical
indicators, the minimum distance method, the travel distance or cost method, and the
gravity model method. The travel distance or cost method includes the buffer zone model
method, the network analysis method, the cost-weighted distance method [7], and the
gravitational model method includes its modified, derived two-step mobile search method
and its various models [2].

The statistical index method [2,6,7], also known as the inclusion method, usually
evaluates the accessibility of parks using relevant indicators, such as the number and area
of parks in a specific statistical area. This method is affected by the statistical geographical
units, and the statistical areas with a large scope may usually have more parks.

The minimum distance method is mainly to consider the public mostly chooses the
nearest park for recreation and leisure activities. Based on this idea, this method abstracts
the residents’ departure place and the city park as points and calculates the shortest
straight-line distance between the points to express the accessibility of the citizens to the
park. Using the straight-line distance cannot reflect the accessibility of the residents under
the actual travel conditions and the impact of the park and the residents themselves on
accessibility. Both the statistical index method and minimum distance method only consider
the estimated urban park benefits estimated by park location coverage but ignore the spatial
transfer effect of urban park benefits. Moreover, the transfer effect of park benefits varies
with different space sizes and has certain defects [14].

The travel distance or cost method [1,15] often evaluates the accessibility of the park
by calculating the cumulative resistance between the city park and the citizens (such as the
distance, time, or cost, etc.), which can clearly and intuitively represent the resistance of
different locations in the space to the city park. Based on the different understanding of
resistance, this method can be divided into the buffer zone method, cost-weighted distance
method, and network analysis method. Buffer analysis [16] is centered on point or surface
parks, with the maximum service straight-line distance radius to structure the buffer area
to assess the spatial accessibility of the park. This method takes into account the impact of
park location and service capacity on accessibility, but it believes that the residents in the
service area can reach the park, but those outside the service area cannot, which cannot
reflect the difference in accessibility within the service area and the travel path obstacles
caused by the actual landscape, and the service radius can often not be accurately obtained
either. The network analysis method [17] and cost-weighted distance method [18] can be
regarded as the application of the travel distance or cost method in two different data:
vector and grid. Both consider the actual transportation cost or resistance but ignore the
elements such as distance attenuation, the limited distance of residents’ travel, and the park
supply capacity.
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The gravitational model method [19,20] understands accessibility as the magnitude
and potential of the interaction force between the park’s service capacity and citizen
demand and can add the park supply, resident demand, and distance attenuation factors to
comprehensively investigate accessibility. The two-step floating catchment area method
is a special form of the gravity model method. It integrates the supply and demand
factors affecting the accessibility of the park within the range of the threshold into the
accessibility measurement model by searching statistics in turn according to the given
threshold value [21]. It is a popular method in current research. The two-step floating
catchment area method develops a variety of attenuation functions for distance attenuation,
gradually pays attention to people’s travel patterns and rules [22], and develops a variety
of travel modes of distance search mode.

The above methods either consider the statistical indicators of the park itself or eval-
uate the accessibility of the park by investigating the distance, time, cost, and supply
and demand indicators of the park but lack the measurement of the accessibility between
sub-space nodes in the park space system.

The space syntax theory describes the accessibility of subspace nodes under the spatial
system structure or morphology based on spatial topological relation. Spatial topological
relations describe the relative spatial position relationships between spatial entities that
remain constant under topological transformations. For example, a park is within an
administrative region; Road A intersects Road B, Road A and Road C are adjacent, and
so on. These relationships are more stable than geometric relationships or azimuthal
relationships. For example, the road length, the park area, and the azimuth relationship
may change with the projection, the scale, or other topological transformations, while the
topological relationship will not. Therefore, the spatial syntax method based on topological
relation theory can not only evaluate the accessibility quantitatively but also its results are
more reliable.

The advantage of space syntax is that it can describe the influence of overall spatial
structure or morphology on the accessibility of urban parks from the perspective of spatial
topological relations. The method based on space syntax often divides the subspace
through the traffic network and transforms the whole space into a connection graph of each
subspace node. Afterward, the graph theory method is used to derive a series of spatial
syntactic variables to describe the structural characteristics of the space at different levels,
emphasizing the ontological nature and internal logic of the spatial structure [23,24]. This
method quantifies the spatial structure characteristics from the perspective of topological
space and reflects the global accessibility, local accessibility, perceptual accessibility, and
psychological accessibility levels through the road network data so that the connotation of
urban park accessibility is more complete, so as to evaluate the spatial distribution structure
characteristics of urban parks more objectively. In other words, the special feature of space
syntax is that it can describe the influence of the overall structure or form of space on
the accessibility of spatial elements from the perspective of spatial topological relations.
Therefore, with the support of space syntax theory, this paper studies the accessibility of
green space in urban parks in Changsha City, provides references for the optimization
of park green space layout in the study area, and explores the application mode of space
syntax in the accessibility of parks. This paper first introduces the principle of space syntax
and the quantitative index of space syntax involved in accessibility, then describes the
general situation of the study area and data sources, and then analyzes the space syntax
index generated in the experiment so as to obtain the accessibility of a road network and its
relationship with the accessibility distribution of parks. Finally, the paper’s methods and
conclusions are summarized and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theory of Space Syntax

Space syntax study’s spatial regional structure features based on a spatial morphology
and topological relationship [24–26]. It is a data language to interpret and quantify the
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spatial form. Generally, the relationship in its space configuration can be considered or
expressed graphically, and the J graph (justified graph) is commonly used to quantify it, as
shown in Figure 1: (a) represents the whole space plane layout, the number represents the
identifier of subspace nodes, and the short line means that the space of adjacent nodes can
be connected or traversed; (b) and (c) represent the relationship between space nodes as a
J graph. The same spatial configuration will form different J graphs due to the different
observation nodes, which will produce different quantitative indicators. As in the graph,
if observed from node 5 or from node 10, it is necessary to cross 2 and 3 subspace nodes
to reach node 1, respectively, indicating that each node has different accessibility to other
nodes in the space. Therefore, assigning the different indexes value to the nodes through
the analysis and processing can reflect the state of the nodes in the whole space, thus
representing the different properties of spatial accessibility.
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Now some scholars have applied space syntax to the study of urban park accessibil-
ity [27–30]. Günaydın and Yücekaya [29] used the space syntax software DepthMap to
determine the accessibility of urban green spaces in metric and topological terms and to
examine and discuss their social and functional contributions. Zhao [30] uses sDNA and
ArcGIS software to calculate and analyze the integration degree and penetration degree
of the spatial syntactic index of the road network in the central city of Guangzhou and
analyzes the spatial distribution combined with the Moran index to reflect the accessi-
bility of urban parks. Different software platforms for spatial syntactic analysis produce
different parameters.

DepthMap is commonly used space syntax software, which is simple to operate, has
low data requirements, and is easy to obtain. Its main parameters produced are connectivity,
depth, integration degree, selection degree, and synergy degree [31]. The connectivity
degree represents the connectivity of a node space by the number of node spaces adjacent to
a node space. The higher the connectivity, the stronger the permeability of the node space
and the higher the spatial accessibility. The calculation formula of connectivity degree Ci of
node i is given in Equation (1):

Ci = k(i) (1)

where k(i) is the number of nodes directly connected to node i.
Depth represents the shortest distance (minimum steps) from a node space to the other

node space, stipulating the number of steps of two adjacent nodes as one step. The sum of
the shortest distance from node i to all other nodes in the system is called the total depth
(TDi), the average of the shortest distance (minimum steps) of node i to all other nodes
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j(j = 1, 2, . . . , n)(j 6= i) in the space system is called the average depth value (MDi) of that
node. Depth reflects the convenience of the node in the space system and is inversely
proportional to spatial accessibility. The total depth (TDi) and average depth (MDi) of
node i calculation formulas are shown in Equation (2):

TDi = ∑n
j=1 dij , MDi =

TDi
n− 1

(2)

where n is the number of space nodes in the space system, and dij is the depth of the node i
to the node j.

The integration degree indicates the degree of a node gathering or discrete from all
other nodes in the whole spatial system. It is a reciprocal function related to the depth; the
smaller the node depth value, the higher the integration degree, the higher the integration,
the stronger the aggregation of the node space, and the better the spatial accessibility. The
integration degree can represent the relationship of a node space to a local spatial system
or a global spatial system, that is, the local integration degree and the global integration
degree. The formula of integration degree Ii of node i is given in Equation (3):

Ii =
n[log2

( n+2
3 − 1

)
+ 1]

(n− 1)(MDi − 1)
(3)

where n is the number of space nodes in the space system, and MDi is the average depth
value of node i.

The selection degree represents the number or probability that a route in the space
system will be selected as the shortest path. Roads with a higher selection degree often
have a more attractive value to the citizens, and these roads will appear in the space with a
greater flow of people, with higher psychological accessibility. The calculation formula of
selection degree Ei of node i is given by Equation (4):

Ei =
1

(n− 1)(n− 2)

n

∑
j=k=1

nj,k(i)
nj,k

(4)

where n is the number of space nodes in the space system, nj,k(i) is the number of times
the shortest path of the space node i to node j is selected, and nj,k is the total number of
shortest paths in the space system.

Synergy degree is used to measure whether a node’s local space can be identified
and fusion by the global urban space or whether it can be easier to understand the global
spatial structure characteristics through local spatial structure characteristics, expressing
the relationship of local space and global space. Using the local and global integration
degree of all nodes participating in the statistic to obtain the synergy degree, and when the
synergy degree is higher than 0.7, recognition is extremely high, with higher perceptual
accessibility. The synergy calculation formula is given in Equation (5):

R2 =
[∑

(
Iig − Ig

)(
Iil − Il

)
]
2

∑
(

Iil − Il
)2

∑
(

Iig − Ig
)2 (5)

where Iig and Ig represent the global integration of node i and the mean of global integration
of all nodes, respectively; Iil and Il represent the local integration of node i and the mean of
local integration of all nodes, respectively.

In this paper, the line segment model in space syntax theory is used for spatial seg-
mentation and realize spatial syntactic index parameter calculation to assist urban parks
accessibility analysis.
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2.2. The General Situations of the Study Area

Changsha City now has jurisdiction over six districts, one county, and two county-
level cities: Furong District, Tianxin District, Yuhua District, Kaifu District, Yuelu District,
Wangcheng District, Changsha County, Ningxiang County-level City, and Liuyang County-
level City. The total area of the city is 11,816 square kilometers, with an existing population
of 10.05 million. The study area scope of this paper is delimited according to the Urban
Master Planning of Changsha (2003–2020) and the Territorial Spatial Planning of Changsha
(2021–2035); it is the main scope of the central city of Changsha City, including all areas of
Furong District, Kaifu District, Yuhua District, Tianxin District, and Yuelu District except
Lianhua Town, Yuchangping Town, and Pingtang Town. It also includes Huangjing Town
and Lei Feng Town in Wangcheng District and Xingsha Town, Langli Town, Huangxing
Town, and Huanghua Town in Changsha County, as shown in Figure 2. This area is the
political, economic, and cultural center of Changsha City, is the concentrated distribution
area of urban residents, and is also the key area of urban park construction and planning,
covering an area of about 1091 square kilometers. In 2020, Changsha released the “Work
Plan for Building a National Ecological Garden City” and proposed the planning goal of
“opening windows to see green and going out to see scenery” for the spatial structure of
urban parks so as to improve the green space structure of parks, urban quality, and the
service efficiency of parks. Therefore, this paper takes Changsha City as an example to
explore the application of space syntax in the accessibility of parks and studies the spatial
pattern of the accessibility of urban park green space in Changsha City so as to provide a
reference for the optimization of the layout and reasonable planning of urban park green
space in the study area.
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2.3. Data Source

This paper evaluates urban park accessibility based on space syntax to obtain spatial
morphology variables, and the main data include park green space data and road network
data in the study area. The park distribution data in this paper were obtained from
Open Street Map (OSM, https://www.openstreetmap.org, (accessed on 9 April 2021)). We
obtained the shapefiles format (.shp) OSM data in China using the Geofabrik download
method, then we projected the OSM data onto the Changsha administrative division data
coordinate system CGCS2000_GK_CM_111E, obtained the OSM data according to the study
area scope, and extracted the park element data in the points of interest (abbreviated POI)
feature classes in OSM. The OSM map POI data contains a variety of information points of
interest, which include food, accommodation, travel, play, attractions, shopping, life, etc. It
includes both point and area POIs; the corresponding feature classes are named pois and
pois_a. The feature classes contain hundreds of category features of interest, such as banks,

https://www.openstreetmap.org
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hotels, kindergartens, bookshops, schools, supermarkets, and parks. This paper extracts the
surface and point park features data, combined with Google map images and Baidu maps
for editing. There are 234 park polygon features and 234 point-features obtained in the
study area. At the same time, the main roads in the study area were extracted according to
the road feature class data in the OSM data, processed the double-line road to the single-line
road, and then the road axes in the study area were extracted for the calculation of the
spatial syntactic index parameters according to the idea of “longest and least” according to
the spatial syntactic line segment model principle. The parks and road network distribution
in the study area are shown in Figure 3.
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3. Results
3.1. Urban Park Global Accessibility Analysis

The global accessibility of urban parks reflects the difficulty coefficient of citizens to
reach the park from a traffic location without restriction in the urban spatial structure and
evaluates the spatial accessibility of urban parks from the macro level. After verifying the
validity of the road network line segment model of the study area, the global integration
degree was calculated using DepthMap software and displayed with the natural break
(Jenks) method in ArcGIS, which was divided into five grades: very low, lower, medium,
higher, and very high. The park distribution and the road global integration degree
distribution map were overlaid for analysis and shown in Figure 4. The roads with
very high accessibility are Second Ring Road, Yuelu Avenue, Zhongqing Road, Furong
Road, Xiangjiang North Road, Binjiang Landscape Road, Yinshan Road, Jinxing Road,
Fuyuan Road Bridge, Yinpenling Bridge, Guihua Road, airport expressway, Changsha Ring
Expressway, Laodong East Road, Liuyang Avenue and so on. These roads are important
traffic arteries connecting the east and the west and connecting the north and south of
Changsha. The roads have a strong carrying capacity, a high spatial agglomeration, and
many commercial and residential areas along the roads, which undertake the large traffic
flow and human flow in the central urban area of Changsha.
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The total length of roads in the study area is 5,178,713.72 m, among which the road
length with higher and very high global accessibility is 2,426,333.70 m, accounting for 47%
of the road length in the area. The global accessibility of roads within the urban area of
Changsha is high.

Combining these data with the information in Figure 5, it can be seen that road
sections with higher global accessibility also have higher spatial connectivity, a stronger
permeability of the node space, and a higher accessibility. Extraction and statistics of the
parks near the roads with high global accessibility found that 118 parks were located near
the sections with a high global integration degree; that is, about 50% of the parks had high
global accessibility, indicating that the global accessibility of the urban parks in Changsha
was generally good.
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3.2. Urban Park Perceptual Accessibility Analysis

Synergy degree studies the correlation between the global road and the local integra-
tion degree, which can be used to measure the degree of perceptual accessibility of parks in
the urban area of Changsha. The global integration degree reflects the relationship of each
space node to all other space nodes within the global scope. The local integration degree
reflects the relationship between each space node and its other space nodes within the range
of a given topological distance, so it can reflect the local accessibility of the parks. The high
synergy degree indicates that the global integration degree can be better perceived through
the local integration degree; that is, the global spatial structure can be better perceived
through the local spatial structure. Based on the checked validity road network segment
model of the study area, the topological radius parameters were set at 500, 2000, 3000,
5000, and 10,000 m, and the corresponding local integration degree was calculated using
DepthMap10 software. Then, the scatter plot of the local integration degree and the global
integration degree of each road was listed according to different radii, and the linear trend
line and the synergy degree R2 were obtained, and the results were recorded in Table 1. As
shown in Table 1, the larger the topological radius, the higher the synergy degree. When
the radius is less than 3000, the synergy degree is lower, the global road structure cannot
be well perceived through the local road structure, and the perceptual accessibility of the
park is lower. When the topological radius is equal to or greater than 3000, the synergy
degree is higher, the global spatial structure can be better perceived through the local space,
and the perceptual accessibility of the park is higher. At a radius of 3000, it can obtain
relatively more detailed local structural features than the radius of 5000 and 10,000; at the
same time, it can also maintain a good perception of the overall structure of the road. Then,
the synergy degree is 0.665, and the perceptual accessibility of the study area is high.

Table 1. Synergy degree of global and local integration degree.

Radius (meter) Synergy Degree Perceptual Accessibility Characteristics

500 0.392 The synergy degree of road space is low, the road structure around the park is not easy
to be recognized, and the parks perceptual accessibility around the road is low

2000 0.553 The synergy degree of the road space is medium, the road structure around the park can
be recognized, and the parks perceptual accessibility around the road is medium

3000 0.665 The synergy degree of the road space is high, the road structure around the park is clear
and easy to recognize, and the parks perceptual accessibility around the road is high

5000 0.722 The synergy degree of the road space is higher, the road structure around the park is
easier to recognize, and the parks perceptual accessibility around the road is higher

10,000 0.760 The synergy degree of the road space is very high, the road structure around the park is
easier to recognize, and the parks perceptual accessibility around the road is very high

3.3. Urban Parks Local Accessibility Analysis

In this paper, the 3000 m radius local integration degree data with a relatively high
synergy degree and smaller topological distance were selected to study the local accessi-
bility of parks in the urban area of Changsha. Park distribution overlaid with road local
integration degree was analyzed, as shown in Figure 6. The length of the roads with high
local accessibility is 1,041,853.36 m, accounting for 20% of the road length of the study area;
the overall local accessibility of the roads in the study area is low. Among them, Yuelu
Avenue, Liuyanghe Avenue, Guihua Road, Laodong East Road, and the Second Ring Road
and other global accessibility and local accessibility are at a high level. In this analysis, it is
found that 95 parks are located near the sections with very high local integration degrees,
such as the Xingsha ecological park, the National Botanical Forest Park, Yuehu Park, Lieshi
Park, Shawang football park, Xuteli Park, Xingsha Cultural Park, Bafang Park, Xiaoyuan
Park, Huahou New Citizen Park, Longping Central Park, etc. About 40% of the parks
have high local accessibility, and about 33% of the parks’ global and local accessibilities are
very high.
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3.4. Urban Park Psychological Accessibility Analysis

We calculated the road global selection degree and total depth by using DepthMap to
obtain Figures 7 and 8. According to Figure 7, the global selection degree value of some
urban roads is significantly higher than that of other roads. They are North Second Ring
Road, East Second Ring Road, Fuyuan Road Bridge, Yuelu Avenue, G319, South Second
Ring Road, Xiangjiang Middle Road, Xiangfu Road Bridge, Laodong East Road, Wanjiali
Middle Road, Beijing–Hong Kong–Macao Expressway, Changsha Avenue, Renmin East
Road, Sanyi Avenue, Changsha Ring Expressway, Fuyuan East Road, etc. They are traveling
priority roads for citizens to travel.
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Figure 8 shows that roads with low depth value have fewer space transitions, and their
nearby parks can attract more citizens to go. Composite index spatial efficiency [29] values
were derived using global selection degree and global total depth; the spatial efficiency
calculation formula of node i is given in Equation (6):

Si =
ln(Ei + 1)

ln(TDi + 1)
(6)

where Ei and TDi represent the global selection degree and the total depth of road node i.
The spatial distribution of the obtained spatial efficiency values is shown in Figure 9.
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The mean value of road spatial efficiency in the study area was 1.1987, which is greater
than one and indicates that the overall spatial efficiency of roads is good. The length of
the roads with high statistical psychological accessibility was 1,812,826.98 m, accounting
for 35% of the road length of the urban study area. Overlaid the spatial efficiency value
distribution with the park distribution, extracted the parks near the higher psychological
accessibility roads. There were 163 parks, which account for nearly 70% of the parks
near the road sections with high spatial efficiency values. It shows that the overall spatial
efficiency of the roads in the study area is good, most of the parks are located near the
sections with higher spatial efficiency, the urban park space penetration is good and easily
triggers the travel desire of the citizens, and the overall psychological accessibility is high.

4. Discussion

Urban Park green space is an important public service facility in the city. The mea-
surement of the spatial accessibility of public service facilities needs to select appropriate
accessibility evaluation factors according to the specific spatial layout objectives of different
facilities and adopt appropriate measurement methods to expand the measurement [3]. At
present, the research on the accessibility of urban parks mainly considers supply, demand
side, and traffic conditions. For example, the supply conditions are considered through
the scale, grade, facilities, and area of the park, and the demand is considered from the
distribution of population, residential areas, and other points of interest (POIs) of urban
facilities within the service scope, and the transportation convenience of people to reach the
park is considered through traffic. The accessibility measurement method combining Baidu
thermal diagram [32], LBS data [33,34], and other multi-source data has also emerged, and
corresponding research results have been achieved. The spatial syntax method cannot
take into account such factors as the scale, facilities, theme, grade, and distance from the
residential area of the park itself, nor the impact of the number of people in the space
served by the park, as well as the impact of psychological factors such as travel mode,
travel intention, etc. brought by the impact of social role, economic status, physical health,
etc. on the accessibility of the park, Therefore, we can consider combining the spatial
grammar method with other methods to build a more complete park accessibility measure-
ment model. For example, by combining spatial syntax with the gravity model, especially
the dominant two-step floating catchment area method, the accessibility of parks can be
considered not only from the topological relationship of the overall spatial layout but also
from the relationship between supply and demand and distance attenuation of parks, so as
to improve the accessibility evaluation model and make the accessibility measurement of
parks more comprehensive.

At present, there are many studies on accessibility evaluation, but there are relatively
few works in the literature on the importance and relationship of these evaluation factors
and data for the park accessibility measurement [35–37], which can be carried out in the
future. In addition to considering the socio-economic factors, we can also include the
terrain factors in three-dimensional space, such as the height difference, slope, undulation,
temperature, wind speed, sunshine, humidity, and other natural factors in the park, in the
evaluation scope. At present, this paper has not analyzed the factors that cause the spatial
difference in park accessibility, and we can further carry out such work in the future.

In addition, at present, more and more research not only focuses on the accessibility
of park services but also on many other social benefits brought by park services, such
as accessibility and public health [38–40], accessibility, and environmental justice [41].
Researchers found that urban parks reduce the risk of chronic diseases such as obesity and
cardiovascular diseases by providing outdoor fitness venues [42]. At the same time, the
farther away from the park, the lower the score of mental health indicators. In the study
of accessibility and environmental fairness and justice, foreign researchers have focused
on the differences and unfairness of ethnic differences in the enjoyment of services and
facilities such as parks. In addition, researchers have also focused on the fairness of access
to park services for vulnerable groups such as the elderly, the sick, the disabled, and the
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poor [43–45]. As Changsha has been awarded the title of “The Happiest City” in China for
15 consecutive years, the fairness and justice of the accessibility of urban parks are also
worth our attention in the future.

5. Conclusions

This paper uses the basic theory of space syntax and the GIS spatial analysis method
to evaluate the park accessibility in the Changsha urban area from four aspects of global
accessibility, perceptual accessibility, local accessibility, and psychological accessibility.

It is found that the global accessibility of the road in the study area is high, but the local
accessibility is low. However, the global accessibility, local accessibility, and psychological
accessibility of urban parks in Changsha are relatively high because the distribution area of
urban parks is consistent with the area with high global accessibility, local accessibility, and
road spatial efficiency. It can be seen that road network accessibility based on space syntax
is closely related to park accessibility, and when the streets where the parks are located are
more integrated, the accessibility to the parks is also higher. This conclusion is consistent
with that of the literature [46], and the application of space syntax can provide support for
the research on park accessibility.

Secondly, the global spatial structure can be better perceived through the local spatial
structure at the radius scale of 3000 m, and the perceptual accessibility of the parks is high.
However, the synergy degree of global integration and local integration in the local area
below 2000 m is not high, and the synergy degree below 500 m is very low, indicating
that the order of the local road network system in the Changsha urban area needs to be
improved to enhance the perceptual accessibility of the park. It is basically consistent with
the analysis results in the work [17,47], which, respectively. adopted network analysis
and statistical correlation methods. The radius of the optimal local accessibility measure
obtained in this paper is 3000 m, but the data is variable according to the scope of the study
area and the actual road network. For example, 3200 m is used in reference work [48], and
2000 m is used in reference work [49]. The data need to be obtained by testing according to
the actual distribution pattern of the road network.

Furthermore, an urban park is one of the elements of urban space, and the layout
of an urban park is affected by the overall spatial layout. Theoretically, the accessibility
of urban parks is not only related to local areas but also related to the spatial layout of
the whole study area. The space syntax is for investigating the accessibility of the overall
layout and its local subspace through the topological relation. Other methods, such as the
minimum distance method, buffer zone method, and network analysis method, usually set
a certain threshold to control the service range of park accessibility. In contrast, space syntax
can examine both local and global spatial layout influences at the same time. Secondly,
the space syntax method can firstly quantify the difference in urban park accessibility
in the overall spatial form from the perspective of topological relationships. In contrast
to accessibility methods considering geometric metric features, it better describes the
influence of the overall spatial layout relationship on accessibility, and the described spatial
relationship is more stable. Therefore, the uncertainty of the results can be reduced. Thirdly,
the quantitative index of accessibility evaluation constructed by space syntax reflects the
meaning of global accessibility, perceptual accessibility, local accessibility, and psychological
accessibility, which is relatively comprehensive. Lastly, the spatial syntax method only
needs the road network data of the park’s green space and urban space to carry out the
accessibility research. At present, there are spatial syntax tools combined with GIS software,
such as the spatial syntax tool sDNA [50], that can be embedded in ArcGIS, which makes
the accessibility evaluation based on spatial syntax relatively easier to implement. The
spatial syntax can not only be used to evaluate the accessibility of parks but also can be
used to evaluate and measure the accessibility of urban public facilities services such as
medical care for the elderly, tourist attractions, primary and secondary schools, etc.
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